
The ultimate game of I Spy!
How many things can you see or do over the weekend? Use your handy checklist below...
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1 Go Paddleboarding on Beaumont Lake 

2 Visit the Activity Hub and rent your water equipment 

3 Complete the Miss Dormouse trail 

4 Take part in Pilates at the Hurricane Terrace 

5 Explore the Coracle Safari 

6 Take part in our new bootcamp 

7 Try our new activity SUP Workout with Activity Hub

8 Go on a family bike ride around the Estate 

9 Play a game of table tennis

10 Rent a kayak from Activity Hub and enjoy the views 
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11 Eat a wood-fired pizza from the Pizza Shack

12 Watch the sunset with a drink at the Hurricane Terrace

13 Enjoy a picnic on the nature reserve

14 Enjoy an ice cream on the private beach

15 Order a Royal cappuccino or hot chocolate
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16 Play a ball game on the MUGA Court 

17 Explore the forest playground 

18 Read a story in the Airstream 

19 Practice your serve on the tennis court 

20 Play a board game in the Yurt 

21 Take a photo at the ‘Spirit of Adventure’ statue 

22 Pose for a picture in front of the ‘Where The Wild Things Are’ workshop 

23 Donate or borrow a book from the telephone library on Wakeling Island

24 Zip across the island on the wire 

25 Build a sandcastle on the beach next to the Hurricane Spa

26 Take a picture of your four-legged friend enjoying the estate and tag us 
in the photo #habitatescapes

27 Build a den on the nature reserve 

28 Spot as many different styles of houses as possible – how many are there? 

29 Count the number of timber clad houses on the estate 

30 Count how many houses have roof terraces

31 Go for a swim in Beaumont Lake (don’t forget your buoyancy aid!)
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IM 32 Go swimming in the outdoor pool at the Spa 

33 Relax with a treatment at the Hurricane Spa

34 Relax in the Steam room or Sauna

35 Chill by the outdoor pool and order refreshments from the Hurricane Terrace 

36 Start your day off with a workout in the gym whilst enjoying the view 

37 Treat yourself to one of our exclusive GAIA products to take home 
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38 Write a message of hope and tie it to the tree on the beach   

39 Enjoy a celebratory cocktail 

40 Enjoy the local produce at the BBQ on Saturday afternoon 

41 Take part in the Corgi cookie decorating in the yurt or your holiday home 

42 How many Jubilee flags can you find? 

43 How many red triangles can you count on the bunting? 
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44 Start the day with a sunrise walk around the nature reserve

45 Take a picture of the beautiful sunset on the estate and share your best 
shots with us using #silverlakedorset

46 Take a break from your adventures and find animal shapes in the clouds 

47 Spot a bee brick in one of the properties 

48 Can you count 10 bees while out on the nature reserve? 

49 Can you spot a silver-studded blue butterfly at the Outer Heath? 

50 Play a game of hide and seek in the forest 

51 Can you find any Skia Deer hiding while you explore the woodlands? 

52 How many Sand martins have you spotted at the sand face? 

53 Can you hear the sound of the Woodlark?

54 Visit the ponds and jump like a frog 

55 Explore the woods and see how many animals you can spot

56 Can you spot a Tawny Owl flying past? 

57 Tread carefully through the forest and look out for young Dormice 

58 After dusk, listen for the sound of the nightjar

59 Go on a bug hunt and find five different bugs

60 How many different star constellations can you spot at night-time? 

61 Listen out for foxes in the evening

62 Look out for signs of otters on Wakeling Island 

63 Collect bark rubbings from 5 trees

64 How many orchids can you find?

65 See the Lobelia flowering on the rare Lobelia Heath 

66 Look out for bat boxes on the houses 

67 Find 10 ducks 

68 Listen out for woodpeckers in Knighton Heath Woods 

69 Can you see any fish in the lakes?

70 How many colours of wildflower can you see?
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